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About GSOC
Georgia System Operations Corporation, or GSOC, is a tax-exempt system operations company. Our Member-Owners are 38 of Georgia’s distribution
electric membership corporations (EMCs), along with Oglethorpe Power Corporation (OPC) and Georgia Transmission Corporation (GTC). GSOC is one
of four companies — along with OPC, GTC, and Smarr EMC — that this group of EMCs formed to provide and deliver wholesale electric services to them.
We aspire to be a trusted leader in the growth, development, and operation of our Members’ electric system.
GSOC was formed in 1997 when OPC spun off its transmission and system operations business units to form GTC and GSOC, respectively, although GSOC,
in effect, has been managing system operations since 1990.
GSOC delivers safe, reliable, and economic power by controlling and monitoring electric generation, transmission, and distribution assets owned by
OPC, GTC, Smarr EMC, the Members, and their power supply partners. Operating within the Southeastern reliability subregion of the SERC Reliability
Corporation (SERC), GSOC complies with all applicable North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) reliability standards. We also manage the
critical infrastructure protection (CIP) program for GTC and GSOC.
At GSOC, we:
• Enable our Members to leverage their resources and contracts by providing a range of operations services that allow them to transact, optimize,
and account for their business in the wholesale energy market.
• Plan for and operate the system to serve the real-time balancing needs
of our system, including coordination of fuel plans, commitment and
dispatch of adequate resources, and response to system conditions,
contingencies, and alarms.
• Prevent or mitigate events by monitoring system conditions and the
generators and substations from which our distribution Members serve
their loads, responding promptly and effectively to system anomalies,
and proactively working to identify and correct potential issues.
• Coordinate within the Family of Companies (OPC, GTC, and GSOC) and
with other interconnected utilities and operate in a manner that meets
electric reliability, cybersecurity, and physical security standards to assure
grid stability and performance.

• Schedule and account for the allocation and usage of individual hourly
purchase, sale, and pass-through transactions of GTC’s transmission
system, including the design, buildout, and maintenance of systems
to capture our Members’ desired scheduling activities and data for the
purposes of serving their loads.
• Operate a statewide telecommunication and fiber network that delivers
secure network communications and real-time monitoring services while
making using of excess fiber capacity to support rural broadband opportunities across Georgia.
• Provide select shared support services to OPC, GTC, and GSOC: accounts
payable, auditing, board administration, communication, human
resources, information technology, payroll, records administration,
and training.
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Executive Message
As your system operator, GSOC rises to meet challenges every day.
Ever-changing system dynamics. An evolving electric grid. Unit
contingencies and storm-related outages. Weather-driven spikes in
demand. Regulatory demands. It’s our job to anticipate, plan for, and
react to these challenges and implement solutions to maintain a safe,
reliable electric grid for our Members.
2021 was a challenging year for GSOC, as it was for our
Members and the nation. We grappled with the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, spending the first half of the year working remotely and
pivoting to meet new challenges across the organization — all while meeting the
demands of the system and of our Members.
For the second year of the pandemic, our business continuity plans remained in
play. Our employees continued to work remotely until spring, remaining committed
to their jobs and focused on their duties. In May, they returned to the Tucker campus,
many following a hybrid work schedule that included remote and on-site work.

Addressing Workplace Challenges

But that doesn’t mean we returned to business as usual. In addition to running the
system reliably and economically, we were now faced with protecting each other
and our Control Center operators from a COVID-19 outbreak. Our operators are
highly skilled, trained, and NERC-certified professionals. Having several operators
out at once would have a significant impact on operating the system. So far, we’ve
successfully avoided a major outbreak in the Control Center, as well as across the
organization.
The challenges of working remotely led us to make process improvements —
many developed specifically for the pandemic-driven remote-work scenario. But
these solutions improved efficiency no matter where we were and they have now
become standard operating procedure.
Our 2021 challenges didn’t mean we strayed from our commitment to safety.
Our people and our coordination with workforces in the field are paramount. I’m
proud GSOC received for the sixth consecutive year a Georgia EMC safety award

for no lost time accidents. We also successfully completed
Georgia EMC’s safety accreditation audit, earning a rating of
Outstanding Performer.

Developing Solutions for Our Workforce

While facing the COVID-19 pandemic, we also addressed
workforce challenges. Ten years ago, we had two retirements
in one year. Conversely, GSOC closed 2021 with 12 retirements — and more are expected in the next few years. Baby
Boomers are retiring at a record pace in electric utilities, and all industries are being
faced with what has been termed The Great Resignation.
Most concerning, we’re beginning to see a high rate of retirements in the
Control Centers, so we’re challenged with the potential loss of critical experience
and a specific, unique skill set that isn’t easily found in this highly competitive talent
search environment. Thanks to our recruiting and workforce strategies, we’re finding
and hiring high-quality people to fill those positions, and our Operations Training
Department is getting new operators up to speed so they can safely and reliably run
the system.
Adjusting to a rapidly changing work culture, new work–life integration
strategies, and generational work style differences, we’re also facing unprecedented
changes to our workforce. To help maintain a consistency across the organization,
our Human Resources Department is partnering with department managers to
develop and execute individual development plans. We’re focused on our workforce,
continuously strengthening and increasing workforce planning, as well as our recruiting strategies and resources.

Learning From Industry Challenges

We closely monitored in real time several serious external events — events that, if
they happened here, could affect the statewide grid.
February’s Winter Storm Uri that hit Texas put our industry in the spotlight —
and GSOC was no exception. We’re still feeling the impact this winter, wondering if a
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similar storm could happen again. That event led us to reexamine our reliability procedures and the interdependencies so critical to our success — and we
developed a new appreciation for just how important those interdependencies
really are. GSOC’s ongoing emphasis on reliability, resilience, and collaboration
provide us and the Members with the motivation to be forward-looking and
always prepared.
While weather events put a spotlight on the electric and gas industries, cybersecurity, again, proved to be a significant risk in 2021. Our Power
Technology and Information Technology groups teamed up to study and
research 2021 security events — such as the cyberattacks on Colonial Pipeline
and the SolarWinds software platform — reviewing our controls and updating
our response procedures to be prepared in case of a similar attack.

Looking Ahead

With the GSOC Board’s authorization during its December meeting, GSOC
became a member of the Southeast Energy Exchange Market (SEEM), along
with OPC and GTC. FERC approved the SEEM agreement previously in the
fourth quarter.
SEEM is a 15-minute energy exchange market that will use advanced
market systems and non-firm, no-cost transmission to enhance dispatch
efficiency, resulting in cost savings for participants. Initially, the Family of
Companies will leverage SEEM to make energy replacement purchases and
dump sales. SEEM is targeted to go live during the fourth quarter of 2022.

GSOC Is Ready

Challenges can be difficult if you’re not prepared to change how you work.
As you’ll see in this annual report, GSOC is prepared and able to handle the
myriad challenges we face. I’m proud of how the GSOC team has overcome the
challenges we have faced so far, and I am confident in our ability to overcome
those we will surely face in 2022.

Gregory S. Ford
President & CEO
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SOLUTIONS

THE PANDEMIC CONTINUED TO CHALLENGE THE WORKPLACE IN 2021. IN ADDITION TO
RUNNING THE SYSTEM, WE FACED PROTECTING OUR CONTROL CENTER OPERATORS — HIGHLY
SKILLED, TRAINED, AND NERC-CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS — FROM A COVID OUTBREAK. WE
WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO RUN A SAFE, RELIABLE SYSTEM WITHOUT THEM IN THE CONTROL
CENTER. OUR SOLUTIONS INCLUDED ON-CAMPUS VACCINATIONS AND STRINGENT SOCIAL
DISTANCING AND MASKING PROTOCOLS.
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In the electric utility industry, challenge is the name of the game. And we face challenges daily:
demand, restoration, fuel mix, regulatory compliance. It’s the way we face those challenges
and quickly develop solutions that leads GSOC to success.

The Challenge of a Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge the workplace. GSOC’s Shared
Services group plays a pivotal role in how the Family of Companies addresses those
challenges and changes. As new variants emerge and vaccinations become available,
as mandates and governor’s orders are issued and change, we shift accordingly.
When the Family of Companies’ CEOs determined that spring would be the
best time for employees to return to the workplace, Shared Services developed
materials to guide employees to the new normal on the Tucker campus. Masking
and social distancing, how to report COVID-19 cases, even additional campus signage
were implemented. These solutions made it easier for employees to return to their
desks, to adjust to being back at the workplace, and to help them work safely while
on campus. In addition, Shared Services arranged for several rounds of vaccinations
offered on campus, at no charge to employees.
It’s a challenge to stay on top of a virus that itself is evolving, but the Shared
Services team has carefully adhered to guidance from the Centers for Disease
Control & Prevention, as well as other federal entities.

Changing Our Processes

During the 14 months when our employees worked remotely, GSOC refined several
processes so they could be handled quickly and efficiently, such as accounts payable
procedures. New electronic methods, for example, were implemented and they are
now part of our standard operating procedure.
Another good example of our process solutions is with our internal training
programs.
Our Power Delivery group has a team committed to training our Control
Center operators so they can manage the system safely and reliably, as well as to earn
and maintain their NERC-required certifications. With a dedicated training group in
the Control Center, these trainers typically conduct classes for our operators on site.
But with the pandemic continuing, we couldn’t afford to have our operators meeting
in person, so instructors reworked how they delivered most of these required courses
using our videoconference platform.

The solution worked. Operations Training delivered about 60 courses — a
mix of videoconferencing and socially distanced in-person sessions — for six new
Control Center operators. The team also conducted nearly 1,300 hours of NERC
Continuing Education Hours primarily via GSOC’s videoconference platform, with
14 operators renewing their certifications. The pandemic has not compromised our
operators’ readiness.
Our corporate training group faced the same dilemma: How could we deliver
training — both required and optional — during a pandemic? Training is a critical part
of our workforce development program as we prepare for the future, so it couldn’t be
put on hold until things return to normal post-pandemic.
The corporate training program offered about 35 courses in 2021, with more
than 60% of those classes delivered via videoconferencing. In addition, the corporate
training team developed 13 elearning modules.
The change in delivery was popular, with 674 participants completing training
classes — more than in 2019, when we last conducted training programs regularly.
These training challenges were just one of many process solutions GSOC
addressed in 2021.

Battling Supply Chain Issues

Another indirect consequence of the pandemic has been a strained supply chain.
These issues have affected all aspects of society. Here at GSOC, we’re dealing with
and mitigating supply chain issues across the organization. In some instances, our
employees are looking at solutions of alternative equipment that meets corporate
standards. In others, we’ve contracted with vendors to ensure they can deliver the
equipment and computer peripherals we need. We’re in the midst of upgrades for
various systems, with contingencies for equipment or deadlines in response to those
challenges. While the supply chain sluggishness can be problematic, we have solutions to keep our systems up to date.
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The Challenges of System Demands
Despite the challenge of the pandemic and retirements across GSOC, System
Operations had a good year. 2021 was a mild weather year for Georgia, resulting in
total demand below long-term forecasts.
The summer was relatively cool. Even so, the seasonal peak of 9,504 MWh, set
on July 29, was just shy of the peak demand of the last couple of years, but 400 MWh
below the annual peak forecast demand since the state didn’t experience a heat wave.
Following the 2021 weather trend here in Georgia, the winter was warmer than
normal, with the winter peak demand occurring on Feb. 17. With temperatures hovering in the low 20s, demand that day rose to 7,969 MWh, consistent with winter peak
loads over the past two years.
Thanks to the teamwork of our Control Center operators and GTC, we lowered
the average outage duration for each customer served by nearly two minutes. SAIDI
(or the System Average Interruption Duration Index) was 8.67 minutes per delivery
point in 2021. In 2020, SAIDI was 10.29 minutes.

Balancing Power

The electric grid continues to change. Purchases, plant retirements, and new facilities
are all in the power pipeline.
OPC acquired the Effingham Energy Facility, a combined-cycle generating
facility fueled by natural gas, in July. The plant adds more than 500 MW of capacity
to the system portfolio. Once the plant was acquired, GSOC began dispatching it
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both to meet Member needs and to satisfy OPC off-system sales obligations.
But there was more for GSOC to handle than simply adding the Effingham
plant to the energy mix. We were also challenged with adding the plant to the energy
management system and other programs, updating the data and billing systems,
helping manage the fiber and wireless connections for the plant, updating computer
equipment, and bringing the Effingham employees into the OPC population, among
other tasks. The integration went well.
As we add generation facilities to the mix, we’re also preparing for one facility
to leave the energy portfolio. OPC anticipates that the two coal-fired units at Plant
Wansley will be retired in the fall of 2022, pending the Public Service Commission’s
review and approval. Some of the coal remaining at the plant was used during the
summer of 2021. To keep demand output reliable and to avoid purchasing too much
additional coal, the plant was in coal conservation mode at the beginning of winter,
to be used only during winter peaks to satisfy demand. The plan is to burn through
the coal during summer of 2022, with the anticipated retirement of Wansley Units 1
and 2 in the fall.
Solar continues to grow on our system. By the end of 2021, our Members’ total
solar generating capacity grew to more than 800 MW, with five solar projects added.
The planned sites for 2022 are forecasted to bring in an additional 400 MW to the
solar portfolio, for a total of nearly 1,200 MW.

SOLUTIONS

System
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2021 was a mild weather year for Georgia, but
the peak of 9,504 MWh, set on July 29, was
just shy of the peak demand of the last couple
of years. A winter peak of 7,969 MWh was set
on Feb. 17. Winter peaks continue to increase
at a higher rate than summer peaks.
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We began 2021 with 435 MW of solar
capacity. By the end of the year, our
Members’ total solar generating
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with five solar farms added.
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Linear Monthly Load Growth (MWh)

Monthly load trends for 2021 were lower than in 2020, due in
part to the year’s milder weather. The summer months saw the
highest monthly loads, with 4,207,570 MWh in July and 4,323,123
MWh in August.

SAIDI
Reduced

Being without power is a challenge
for our Members’ customers, one we
work quickly to resolve. Our solution:
lowering the average outage duration
by nearly two minutes from the year
before. SAIDI was 8.67 minutes per
delivery point in 2021.
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The Challenge of a Critical Upgrade
As a system operations company, GSOC is challenged with keeping our systems
maintained and up to date. We regularly upgrade them to ensure they’re operating at
peak performance and compliant with regulatory standards. In August, GSOC kicked
off an important system upgrade: the Energy Management System, or EMS. The
project is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2022.

Solutions From the
Fiber Network
The fiber network continued to strengthen and grow in 2021. GSOC’s team connected
more remote sites, including GTC substations. Running and maintaining this independent fiber network helps keep the lights on for our Members, and gives us the
ability to weather whatever storm comes our way.
Most major service providers do not address outages during a storm or cannot if there is an electrical hazard in the area. One of the benefits of GSOC and GTC
managing this fiber network with our Members is the reliability and ability to support
the network during a potential outage — an advantageous solution for our system.

Broadening Broadband in Georgia

The need for reliable and affordable broadband internet services in rural areas
continues to grow across the United States — and Georgia is no exception. GSOC,
Georgia Network Operations Company (GNOC), and GTC have been working for
several years on the solution: building a fiber optic network for better reliability.
While creating a more robust system, we’ve been able to help close the digital divide
by collaborating with our Members and local carriers to provide a fiber backbone to
underserved areas of the state.
As more fiber is installed around Georgia by the EMCs and others, GSOC will
look for opportunities to add even more redundancy to our network. And as the
expansion of the fiber network continues, GSOC will improve the capabilities and
reliability of our control systems to provide optimum service to our Members.
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The EMS is a mission-critical system used by System Operations to monitor,
control, and optimize the performance of the generation and transmission system
assets of our Members, GTC, and OPC. The EMS includes more than 170 components,
including workstations, servers, network switches, firewalls, and associated software.
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Reliability
Compliance —
Virtually

SOLUTIONS

THE FIBER NETWORK PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN MAINTAINING SYSTEM RELIABILITY, AS THIS
INDEPENDENT FIBER NETWORK GIVES US THE ABILITY TO WEATHER WHATEVER STORM COMES
OUR WAY. THIS ROBUST NETWORK ALSO GAVE US A SOLUTION TO THE DIGITAL DIVIDE BY COLLABORATING WITH OUR MEMBERS AND LOCAL CARRIERS TO PROVIDE A FIBER BACKBONE INTO
UNDERSERVED AREAS OF GEORGIA.

Every three years since 2008, GSOC has participated in Bulk
Electric System (BES) audits by SERC to ensure we’re complying with NERC’s Operations and Planning (O&P) Reliability
Standards that are tied to GSOC’s functional registration as a
Transmission Operator. GSOC has also participated in Critical
Infrastructure Protection (CIP) audits by SERC since 2011.
GSOC was scheduled for this SERC BES audit in 2020,
but it was postponed until 2021 due to the pandemic. Because
of the continuing pandemic, the audit was conducted virtually.
GSOC currently complies with 26 O&P standards and
more than 200 requirements. SERC had a very focused and
risk-based audit approach by zeroing in on nine Reliability
Standards and 18 Requirements. Over the course of the audit,
we participated in virtual meetings, submitted audit worksheets and data to support their inquiries, and responded to
interview questions on our operations and controls program.
The result was outstanding: GSOC’s final audit report
confirmed that SERC auditors identified no findings of
noncompliance.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Anthony Norton

Neal Shepard
Vice Chairman

Secretary-Treasurer

Jerry Boatright

Donnie Cordell

James Goodrich

Chairman

Chip Jakins
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Simmie King

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Greg Ford

Harry Park

President & CEO

Michael Goodroe

Wayne Livingston

Mike McDonald

Lewis Sheffield

Neal Trice

Raleigh Nobles
Senior Vice President,

John Sweeney

Executive Vice President,
Chief Business & Finance Officer

Homerzelle Gentry

System Operations

Vice President, Shared Services
Administration and Human Resources

Keith Porterfield

Alan Sioberg

Vice President,
Chief Legal & Compliance Officer

David Revill

Vice President,
Power Technology

Vice President,
Chief Information Officer

Paul Turner

Vice President,
Power Delivery

MEMBER SYSTEMS
			
Member System

Member System
Representative

Manager

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Altamaha EMC
Amicalola EMC
Canoochee EMC
Carroll EMC
Central Georgia EMC
Coastal EMC

Robert E. Youmans
John H. Bennett Jr.
Lavanda Lynn
Alvin W. Ginn
D.A. Robinson III
John B. Kearns

Romanous Dotson
Todd Payne
Lou Ann Phillips
Timothy C. Martin
George L. Weaver
Christopher W. Fettes

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Cobb EMC
Colquitt EMC
Coweta-Fayette EMC
Diverse Power
Excelsior EMC
Flint EMC

David Tennant
William Huey Hiers
James Fulton
Harrell L. Landreth
Vacant
Clarence J. Robinson Jr.

Kevan Espy
Danny Nichols
Christopher L. Stephens
Wayne Livingston
Greg Proctor
Jeremy Nelms

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Grady EMC
GreyStone Power
Habersham EMC
Hart EMC
Irwin EMC
Jackson EMC
Jefferson Energy Cooperative
Little Ocmulgee EMC
Middle Georgia EMC
Mitchell EMC
Ocmulgee EMC
Oconee EMC
Okefenoke REMC
Planters EMC
Rayle EMC
Satilla REMC
Sawnee EMC
Slash Pine EMC
Snapping Shoals EMC
Southern Rivers Energy
Sumter EMC
Three Notch EMC
Tri-County EMC
Upson EMC
Walton EMC
Washington EMC

Eric Cohen
Neal Dettmering
Dan Thurmond
Guerry Hall
Sandy McClurd
Shade Storey
Joe Shurley
Jim Knight
Wes Hopper
W. Lucius Adkins Jr.
Barry H. Martin
Charles B. Grace
Jimmy Woodard
Horace H. Weathersby III
Jackie Copelan
Robert L. Lewis Jr.
Tim Heard
Louis Cassotta
Gene Morris
Stephen Goodman
Cecil O. Myers
Steve Holt
Thomas Noles
Raphael A. Brumbeloe
Daniel J. Chelko
Mike McDonald

John W. Long
Gary A. Miller
Bryan Ferguson
Jeffrey W. Murphy
Randy Crenshaw
Ernest A. Jakins III
Chris Dillard
Lewis Sheffield
Randy Crenshaw
Tony F. Tucker
W.H. Peacock
Terri Howard
John Middleton
Edward M. Brinson Jr.
Tony Griffin
Romeo A. Reyes
Michael A. Goodroe
J. Timothy Register
Shaun W. Mock
Michael J. McMillan
Rene Smith
Carlton O. Thomas
Ray Grinberg
Neal Trice
D. Ronnie Lee
Wendy H. Sellers

			 d/b/a Coastal Electric Cooperative

			 d/b/a Flint Energies

2100 EAST EXCHANGE PLACE
TUCKER, GEORGIA 30084
GASOC.COM

In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion,
age or disability. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room 326-W, Whitten Building,
1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410, or call 202-720-5964 (voice or TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

